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Message from Principal Message from Editors

Dr. Dhirendra Kumar Sharma

Dear Readers,

NEWS PARKING, an E-newsletter showcase
the activities we conduct and the creativity
of our beloved pupils and learners cradled in
the lap of nature on one hand and
archaeological edifice on the other, swaying
from serious thinking to playful
inventiveness, our students are brimming
with a zeal for life empowering themselves
with skills and creativity.
I congratulate all my students, faculty and
staff members who contribute not only to
the development of the College but also to
park there efforts in the form of contents of
this newsletter.
I appreciate every student who shared the
joy  of participation in various co-curricular
and  extra-curricular activities along with
there commitment to the curriculum. This
outcome is just like icing a well baked cake. 

"Do more than belong-participate, Do more
than believe-practice, Do more than dream-
work".
All the best ! Happy reading this issue.

-DR. DHIRENDRA KUMAR SHARMA 

Dear Readers,
Greetings to you, 
We are pleased to continue to bring our
readers -Students, Parents, Educators - news
on relevant topics about studying in
MLVTEC. The efforts of every educator
should be to unlock that treasure and
MLVTEC is an excellent example where
everyone strives indefatigably for this. This
institution has been nurturing young minds
for the past 33 years with the belief that
 
“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn
as if you were to live forever”  - Mahatma
Gandhi

In this issue, we are pleased to present to
you the “News Parking”, the E-newsletter of
our College. We are very honored to inform
that a new branch has been added to our
College academic curriculum CSE -IOT
which is going to offer a cross-disciplinary
approach to intelligent informatics and
human informatics. Through the guidance of
concerned mentors, students will acquire
the basic competencies required to work in
advanced research, gaining comprehensive
training that prepares them in knowledge
use, critical and logical thinking, problem
exploration, problem solving and
communication.
A word of sincere thanks to the great efforts
and dedication of each and everyone.

Happy reading!

-EDITORIAL TEAM
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PLACEMENTS 

ALL THE PLACEMENTS IN THE MONTH OF DECEMBER

Textile Technology Branch

Textile Chemistry Branch

Mechanical Engineering Branch

ISSUE 2
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Information Technology Branch
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State Level Patwari Exam
College conducted a state Level Patwari
Exams on 23rd and 24th October, 2021
successfully following the COVID-19
guidelines and exam rules. It was
conducted for 240 candidates per day the
sources said. Dr. D. K. Sharma, Principal
was the Center Superintendent for the
exam. 

Seminar on "Interview Skills"
An  activity attributing to enhance the
employability of the students, the
Training and  Placement Cell in the
College organized one-day online
seminar on Interview Skills for the
students studying in final year of UG
programs on October 9, 2021 at 11:00 in
the morning. The speaker was Sh. Nikhil
Nainani from PIBM, Pune. Sh. Arvind
Vashishtha, Assistant Professor cum TPO
said. Approximately 120 students
attended the seminar.  

ACADEMICS

Project Completion (October)
Lakhan Dev Sharma, Himanshu Chhabra,
Urvashi Chauhan, Ritesh Kumar
Saraswat, Ramesh Kumar Sunkaria,
“Mental arithmetic task load recognition
using EEG signal and Bayesian optimized
K-nearest neighbour,” International
Journal of Information Technology,
Volume 13, pp 2363–2369, Oct 2021.

Project Completion (November)
Two Research Projects were sanctioned under
Collaborative Research Scheme (CRS) under
Technical Education Quality Improvement
Program (TEQIP) - III. These projects have been
completed with following details:

1.)  Project Title: Design and Fabrication of
Current mode CMOS based low power IC
(Integrated Circuit).
Project ID: 1-5722522272
Amount Sanctioned: INR 18,00,000/- (Indian
Rupees Eighteen Lakh)
Amount Utilized: INR 15,02,574/- (Indian Rupees
Fifteen Lakh Two Thousand Five Hundred
Seventy Four)
Principal Investigator: Sh. Chandan Kumar
Choubey, Assistant Professor (ECE) appointed by
NPIU under TEQIP-III.
Co-Principal Investigators: 
1.Smt. Sunita Chouhan, Assistant Professor
(ECE), MLVTEC.
2.Sh. Balaji Tripathi, MLVTEC, Assistant
Professor (ECE) appointed by NPIU under
TEQIP-III.
3.Dr. Rajiv Arya, NIT Patna.

2.) Project Title: Computer aided stress
recognition using non- invasive bio- signals.
Project ID: 1-5730990370
Amount Sanctioned: INR 8,15,000/- (Indian
Rupees Eight Lakh Fifteen Thousand Five
Hundred)
Amount Utilized: INR 4,07,500/- (Indian Rupees
Four Lakh Seven Thousand Five Hundred)
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ritesh Kumar
Saraswat, Assistant Professor & Head (ECE),
MLVTEC, Bhilwara.
Co-Principal Investigator: 
1.Dr. Lakhan Dev Sharma, VIT.
2.Dr. Himanshu Chhabra, MLVTEC, Assistant
Professor (ECE) appointed by NPIU under
TEQIP-III.
3.Dr. R.N. Parihar, NIT Jalandhar.
Research paper has been published in SCI
Journal.
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This project was also completed in
November:
Chandan Kumar Choubey & Sajal K. Paul Nth
order voltage- mode universal filter employing
only plus type differential difference current
conveyer, analog Integrated Circuits and Signal
Processing, Springer, Nov 2021.
http://doi.org/10.1007/s10470-021-01967-z

Student Achievement
Shreyansh Agarwal & Mrityunjay Vyas, students
of 2nd Year, IT Branch took part in a contest
during the IIT Bombay Techfest, and won the
first place. They were awarded a prize money of
Rs. 87,500. To see their project visit the link:
http://surl.li/azjpo.

Omprakash Kumawat (Textile Chemistry) Final
year student was completed NPTEL online
certification courses in "Principles of Combing,
Roving Preparation and Ring Spinning"(76%),"
Science and Technology of Weft and Warp
Knitting" (81%) and " Evalutions of Textile
Materials"(92%). 

Neeraj Bapna (Textile Technology) Final Year
student was completed NPTEL online
certification courses in " Science and Technology
of Weft and Warp Knitting"(86%), "Evalutions of
Textile Materials"(97%). 

Rumi Basak (Textile Technology) Final Year
student has completed NPTEL online
certification courses in  "Testing of Functional
and Technical Textiles" (81%). 

 “Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to

change the world"
― Nelson Mandela. 

http://surl.li/azjpo
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Announcement of Office Bearers of
SAG 
First day of October 2021 witnessed the
announcement of names of office bearers of
Students' Activities Group (SAG) which was an
outcome of a cumbersome process of selections
for the posts. SAG is responsible for conducting
all co-curricular and extra-curricular activities
inside the college and ensuring participation
outside too. One General Secretary and five
secretaries were selected and results were
announced officially vide order number
MLVTEC/ECA/CS/2021/ SP-1, 01/10/21.
General Secretary : Divyansh Shukla, Final Year
B. Tech. (Textile Technology)
Cultural Secretary : Bhavika Soni, Final Year B.
Tech. (Textile Technology)
Literal Secretary : Mahima Joshi, Final Year B.
Tech. (Textile Chemistry) 
Discipline Secretary: Shubham Kumar, Final Year
B. Tech. (Elect. & Comm.) 
Management Secretary : Bhavesh Chouhan, Final
Year B. Tech. (Textile Technology)
Management Secretary : Manoj Sharma, Final
Year B. Tech. (Info. Technology)

BHAVESH CHOUHAN 
(Management Secretary)

SHUBHAM KUMAR 
(Discipline Secretary)

DIVYANSH SHUKLA
(General Secretary)

BHAVIKA SONI
(Cultural Secretary)

MAHIMA JOSHI 
(Literal Secretary)

MANOJ SHARMA 
(Management

Secretary)

Closing Function of Swachhata
Mahotsava
The Swachhata Mahotsava was celebrated in the
College from September 1 - 15, covering a wide
range of activities. The closing ceremony could
not be conducted due to an important exam
related to Sub-inspector by Police Department.
It was decided and celebrated on 5 October, 2021.
It was conducted under the aegis of SAG.
Certificates were given away to the organizers,
participant and winners of various activities.
Students showcased their talent through cultural
items during the program. Ms. Bhavika Soni,
Cultural Secretary hosted the event and Dr. D. N.
Vyas expressed the vote of thanks to all present
and to the organizing team from SAG in the end. 

GENERAL EVENTS
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Badge Ceremony 
The day also witnessed the Sash and Badge
providing ceremony for the newly selected office
bearers of SAG. Dr. D. K. Sharma, Principal. Dr. D.
N. Vyas, Associate Professor & OIC (Extra-
curricular Activities), Sh. K. G. Bhadada, Assistant
Professor & Member of the Core Committee
(ECA), Smt. Reena Ranjan Bhatnagar,
Demonstrator & Member of Core Committee,
Smt. Pankaj Sharma, Technical Assistant &
Member of Core Committee provided the office
bearer with badge and sash. Faculty members
from various academic departments of the
College, staff and students were present on this
occasion.

Rashtriya Ekta Divas
 Being holiday of Sunday on actual "Rashtriya
Ekta Divas" the college celebrated this day on
October 30, 2021 to commemorate the birth
anniversary of Loh Purush Sardar Vallabh Bhai
Patel. Dr. D. N. Vyas thrown light on the
contribution of Sardar Patel in the unification
of more than 550 princely states in
Independent India to its present Geography. 

Announcement of Club head, Club
Executive and Club Convener
For smooth and efficient conduct of various
extracurricular activities, on 30th October, 2021,
Club head, Club executive and Club convener
had been appointed for each and every specific
club of our College.

PUBLICATION CLUB

LITERAL CLUB

MATHS CLUB

CULTURAL CLUB

AMAN RAGHAV
(Club Head)

PRACHI BIRLA
(Club Executive)

PRIYAL JAIN
(Club Convener)

AARYAN SETHIA
(Club Executive)

GARIMA JAIN
(Club Convener)

AVICHAL VISHNOI
(Club Head)

VAAGISHA CHOUDHARY
(Club Executive)

RONAK RAJ MEHTA
(Club Convener)

PRIYANSHI SAMRIYA
(Club Head)

KRISHNA PANDIYA
(Club Executive)

SHREYASH PRAKASH
(Club Convener)
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KHUSHI VIJAY
(Club Head)

AJAY PARTAP HEGDE
(Club Head)

SHASHANK SAINI
(Club Executive)

AVINASH DAROGA
(Club Executive)

ABHILASHA SINHA
(Club Convener)

SUMEET KUMAR
(Club Convener)

DHEERAJ PRAJAPATI
(Club Head)

BADAL KUMAWAT
(Club Executive)

SHREYANSH AGARWAL
(Club Convener)

ART & CRAFT CLUB

HUMAN VALUES CLUB

IT & MANAGEMENT CLUB

National Integrity Day
On the occasion of birth anniversary of Sardar
Vallabh Bhai Patel, ”National Integrity Day” had
been celebrated on 31 October, 2021. The purpose
behind celebrating this day is to preserve in the
minds of the people, the beauty of unity in
diversity in the socio-culturally rich country.
Tolerance and respect for other caste or religion
also support to promote national integrity.
Education, social and cultural unity, equality
among people also helps to teach the feeling of
national integration. Keeping the following
significance of this day, Speech and poster
making competition had been organized in
which students enthusiastically participated in
large numbers. The participation marked the
thoughtful contribution to such a meaningful
and significant day. The students were also
apprised by the contributions made by Sardar
Vallabh Bhai Patel in building a united and a
consolidate INDIA.

ISSUE 2

"Manpower without unity is not a
strength unless it is harmonized

and united properly, then it
becomes a spiritual power"
― Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel



Day - 1
1st day of the STUDENT'S INDUCTION
PROGRAM, in morning juniors and seniors
interaction session was held. It focused on rules
and regulations regarding college. 
The host, Sidhi Bhandari and Abhilasha Sinha of
2nd year from Information Technology branch
introduced about induction program to the
freshers. Later, Dr. D.N. Vyas addressed the
students. He wished them luck for their new
journey in the college. 
Respected Principal, Dr. Dhirendra Kumar
Sharma  motivated and guided the students .In
the last Sh. Rajiv Agarwal  interacted and guided
regarding academics.The day ended at a good
note.

Day - 2
The day started with the Departmental level
session. It was all about comforting students
and giving them clarity about their respective
branch’s scope and opportunities specifically.
Another session on curricular and co-curricular
activities which included  introduction to
college secretaries , college clubs with their
head, executive and convener respectively of
session 2021-22 had been conducted in the noon
time. 
Freshers were shown a short video about all the
recent activities held in college and also the
information regarding various clubs were
conveyed to them.

Day - 3
The day’s session was initiated by Dr. D.N. Vyas.
The discussion mainly stressed about the
Outcome Based Educational system. He included
the glimpse of Natural Acceptance, achieving the
excellence criteria, progress outcomes, vision
mission and PEO’s program curricular, student’s
performance , faculty contribution , six levels of
difficulties and highlighted many more keen
topics. Further. Mr. Anil Choudhary, shared his
valuable knowledge on “Skill sets, necessities
and methods to follow”. He motivated students
to read good books meet new people and to
explore new places. 
In Late noon time Group Discussion activities
and PPDT (Picture Perception & Discussion
Task) were organized by Literal Club.
Winners of the activity from 1st year were
Dishita Jain at 1st position from IT branch, Sneha
Sen at 2nd position from IT branch and
Divyanshi Atrey from CS branch.

STUDENTS INDUCTION PROGRAM
 8 November - 20 November 2021

The purpose of induction program is to help
freshers in getting familiarized with the
institution as well as ethos. It is aimed to
understand the organizational culture, values,
goals, know about various departments and
their work, know about departmental heads and
faculties with the facilities. The STUDENT'S
INDUCTION PROGRAM – 2021 was organized
from November 8 – November 20, 2021.
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Day - 5
On this day, First Year students displayed dance
and singing performances in the event organized
by Cultural Club of the college. Also Mrs. Reena
Bhatnagar was also present to judge the event.

Day - 6
The program began with an early morning
productive session on communication skill and
techniques by Ms. Aditi Vyas . She addressed the
students on talking about the stage fear,
nervousness and how to overcome them.
Gratitude was presented to Ms. Aditi Vyas by Dr.
D.N. Vyas for giving her precious time to 1st year 
students. 
The next session was leaded by Assistant
Professor Sh. Suraj Gupta on “Value Addition
Opportunities”. He acknowledged the
significance of engineers in today’s life. Further,
he introduced the concept of engineering design
process loop and informed about how to get
additional opportunities. He laid stress over
syllabus, schemes, the credit system and the
grading. Gratitude was presented to the sir for 
his enlightening words.

Day - 4
On this day , seminar on Intelligence, Emotional
and Social Quotient had been organized. The
program was initiated with the introduction of
Dr. Harshvardhan Saraswat alumnus in from
2006 batch of Textile Technology by Dr. D.N.
Vyas. In his speech Dr. Harshvardhan
thoroughly explained about the various
quotient and their direct impact on life.
Emotional quotient helps to control or deal with
various problems in life. Spiritual quotient leads
to self transformation. He concluded his words
with an advice to apply 3Q in correct manner to
conquer any goal. The event concluded with a
vote of thanks by Dr. D.N. Vyas. 
Further, an activity session was organized by
Publication club which was started with the
introduction of club members and the motive
behind the club. The Reporting activity included
different topics regarding publication which
were allotted to each group of six students, the
students took part enthusiastically. The event
was then concluded
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Day - 8
The day’s session was started with a brief
introduction on Janjati Gaurav Diwas by Dr. D.N.
Vyas. The topic for the session was “Training
and Placement cell” which was presided by Sh.
Arvind Vashishtha. He delivered the
information regarding summer internship after
4th and 6th semester and employability skills
training and expert lecture. Various prominent
alumni names and their roles were discussed
later. The next session was taken by Sh. Shyam
Sundar Verma, the alumina of the college on
“Entrepreneurship Awareness”. He explained,
risk is all about uncertainty. Self-confidence and
self-motivation is very necessary.
Entrepreneurship is to create opportunity. He
emphasized that an engineer is a good
‘Entrepreneur’.

Day - 9
The day began with illuminating session
introduced to all by Dr. D.N. Vyas. He laid
emphasis on UNESCO (United Nation
Educational Scientific Cultural Organization)
and also made learn about “International Day
for Tolerance” which was announced on 16th
November, 1994. 

Day - 10
On this day an informative session had been
organized under the SIP 2021 on “Banking and
Finance”. The event was initiated with the
welcoming of guest and speaker Mr. Prateek
Garg by Sh. Anurag Jagetiya. Mr. Prateek in his
speech addressed about the importance of
money and perks for investing money for a
bright future. 

The next session was furnished by Dr. Abhilash
Modi on “Communication Skills”. He not only
dedicated his life to motivate youth but also
trained 85,000 students. He is said to be the
youngest English writer of India for his devotion
to work. The aim of his session was to aware
about practical aspects of life. He explained the
significance of communication and
conversation. “How to articulate and listen for a
better communication” were the key elements.
At last, Dr. Modi was praised and gratitude was
presented to him by Dr. D.N. Vyas by offering
him a stole of tiranga and a mini plant as a
memento. 
Moving further the next session was allured by
Assistant Professor of Information Technology,
Sh. Anurag Jagetiya. He addressed the students
on TEAM (Thriving Engineers Alumni of
M.L.V.T.E.C.) which was formed in 2010 with the
noble aim of promoting the welfare of Alumni
and students of M.L.V. Textile and Engineering
college, Bhilwara. The third session was all about
Sports Activities. Sports head A. Kani Raja and
sports secretary Mr. Manish Suthar guided the
students to stay motivated and fit.

Day 7
On this day, the 1st year students were shown a
movie named “INTERSTELLAR” in College’s
seminar hall. The movie was all about humanity
trying to save themselves by understanding the
physics of space and time, giving them the
ability to leave the planet. The stunning visuals
and mind-blowing theories captured student’s
heart. They were enthusiastic at the end.
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Day - 11
On this day an industrial visit was organized for
Textile Technology and Textile Chemistry
Branch students and a fun-filled activity for the
other Branch’s students of 1st Year.

He also gave information about how to apply for
educational loan and how to pay EMI in bank.
Sh. Anurag Jagetiya expressed his gratitude to
him by presenting a stole of tiranga and a plant
further he solved the doubts regarding
Internshala and LinkedIn. He explained the
difference between training and internship and
shared various tips and insights for getting a
good placement and improving different skills
through online portals. The information
regarding start up cell was shared later. 
Moving further, the Human values club
organized an activity which was started with
the introduction of the club by it’s club
executive Avinash Daroga. The speaker for the
session Dr. Harshvardhan was welcomed by the
respective club’s members. Dr. Harshvardhan
gave a detailed viewpoint on human values. He
explained the power of habits, how choices can
make or break future. Further in his speech he
explained about the mechanism of mind and
body. The main motive of the session was to
cultivate values to make life more organized and
self driven.

Constitution Day
On the occasion of  Constitution day, 26
November, 2021 wall painting competition had
been organized followed by quiz contest to
spread awareness & knowledge regarding the
constitution. A special workshop had also been
conducted specially for our girls students and
female staff about "Women Empowerment &
Awareness".

Vaccination camp
This was held on 20 November, 2021 . Principal
Dr. D. K. Sharma informed that the camp
organized in collaboration with District
Reproductive and Child Health Officer Dr.
Sanjeev Sharma. The College Student's and
General Public were vaccinated against Covi-
shield and Covaxin. 56 people were vaccinated. 
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Launch of the first E-Newsletter
The launch of first E-newsletter "News-Parking"
of our college on 24 December, 2021 was done by
our respected Principal Dr. Dhirendra Kumar
Sharma in presence of all the Core Committee
Members, Staff, Secretaries and the Publication
Team members.

OCTOBER - DECEMBER, 2021

INAUGURATION OF SEMINAR HALL
On 19 December, 2021 in Online mode. The event
was presided by Technical Education Minister
Dr. Subhash Garg, Principal Dr. Dhirendra
Kumar Sharma, Faculty and Staff members. Dr.
D.N. Vyas furnished details about the spacious
seminar hall which provides a captivating
ambience, different from the usual classroom
atmosphere for presentations, guest lectures
and seminars.

FRESHER'S DAY (AROHAN 2021)
The day was celebrated in college on 11
December, 2021 premises so as to welcome our
1st year students, batch 2021. The evening
remarked with marvelous performances both
by 1st & 2nd year students. Various Cultural
events like dance and singing were also held.
And in the race of Mr. & Ms. Fresher title,
Fashion Walk and talent round was also held.
Cherry on the cake moment was the
announcement of Mr. & Ms. fresher. Mr. Harsh
Jain and Ms. Nancy Pathwadia from 1st year
were declared as Mr. & Ms. fresher respectively
by respected Principal Dr. Dhirendra Kumar
Sharma, Mrs. Reena Bhatnagar and our chief
guest Mr. Himanshu and Mr. Amit from PC
Education. The day was ended at the wonderful
note.

Harsh Jain
(Mr. Fresher)

Nancy Pathwadia
(Ms. Fresher) “Our organization has a long-held

culture of caring and giving. The
actions of our employees on the

Ecstasy and Sensation reflect
that. We are proud of our people,
not only for their thoughtfulness

in conducting the fundraising
event, but for their tremendous

efforts in general throughout the
period these ships have been

serving as housing in New
Orleans.” 

― Tim Gallagher
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SPORTS

ISSUE 2

Announcement of Sports Secretaries
Upholding the spirit of fit India movement and to
organize annual sports activities the Sports In -
charge vide office order number Sports / 2021-22
/ 1 , 15/11/2021 announced the names of sports
secretaries for the academic session 2021-22.
General Secretary (Sports) : Govind Singh
Rathore, IV Year, B. Tech. (TT) 
Sports Secretary ( Boys ) :  Manish Kumar Suthar ,
IV Year, B. Tech. (ME)
Sports Secretary ( Girls ) : Happy Deori , IV Year,
B. Tech. (TC) 
The secretaries shall conduct annual sports meet
SANGARSH 2022 .

"Aarambh 2k21"
Badminton Tournament was held in the month
of December from 9th Dec - 15th Dec 2021, in
which we had good participation during this
tournament of about 76 students. Students from
various years participated with full zeal and
enthusiasm to make it an astonishing
tournament . Winners for this tournament were:

Mix Doubles winners

Boys doubles winners

Boys singles winners
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Volley Ball Tournament
The matches were held from 2nd December
Evening at Hostel Volleyball Ground. The
Excitement of the students was at another level
to support their teams. Total 12 teams took
participated in the tournament. Each team
competed with one another to secure their
chance for Quarter-Final matches. The energy
and enthusiasm that players showed was really
amazing.
The tournament was held for 5 days and Final
was played on 6th December between 1st Year
(College) VS 1st Year (Hostel). The match was
really interesting and engaging, supporters from
both the sides were at their peak to cheer their
respective team. Total 3 sets were played
between teams, and both teams won one set
each and last set decided the Winner of the Final
Match. 1st year (Hostel) captained by Keshav
was the winner of the match they gave a tough
competition to opponent team and lifted the
winning trophy in their hands. The winning
team also got one Volleyball to enhance and
sharpen their techniques. The Runner-up team
was rewarded with 500 cash from Sports In
charge Sh. A. Kani Raja.
The chief guests of the Tournament Final were
K.G. Bhadada (Hostel Warden), A. Kani Raja
(Sports In charge) and Yuvraj Singh (PTI). 
The Sports Badge Ceremony was also organized
in which badges were given to Govind Singh
Rathore (G.S.S.), Manish Suthar (S.S.) and Happy
Deori (Girl’s S.S.).
The Tournament ended but ignited the spirit in
students to participate in sports who witnessed
the event.

SHRAMDAN by Students
To make an event a success, it requires a
substantially long haul. Likewise no sport
activity could have been carried out successfully
without a well organized area. SHRAMDAN by
students of 1-4 years helped to bring the
playground ready on 16th December.

Obituary 
MLVTEC, Bhilwara family pay homage and
respect to our newly admitted student of B.
Tech. (Textile Technology) under Government
Aided Seat category Ashok Kumar Dangi S/o
Sh. Ram Lal Dangi, a resedent of Bhilwara, who
untimely departed for his heavenly abode in
the month of September 2021. The college
mourned the unbelievable demise of Mr. Dangi
paying two minutes silence. He will be missed
and remembered forever.
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